"Literacy" is a hot buzzword for schools today. This is evident from the number of "literacies" that are making claims on the traditional subject-matter territory of the pre-college curriculum. Typically, each subject area of the school is asked to play a role in the achievement of these "literacies." Such is the case with "technological literacy" and the social studies curriculum. Focusing on the secondary curriculum only, this paper examines whether social studies should play a role in the development of technological literacy, and whether social studies is equipped to play a role in the development of technological literacy, specifically at the secondary level. The former task requires the formulation of a defensible rationale for social studies becoming involved in such a literacy effort, given the fundamental purposes of social studies education. The latter requires the design of a curricular framework within which the social studies' role may be most effectively performed, consistent with the content and methods of social studies education at the secondary level. After describing this framework, the paper concludes that the development of technological literacy is consistent with the purposes of social studies education and that the framework proposed should sharpen students' awareness not only of current social impacts of science and technology but also of issues arising from now unforseen scientific achievements and new technologies.
Introduction
'Literacy" is a hot buzzword for schools today. This is evident from the number of "literacies" that are advancing claims on the traditional subject-matter territory of the pre-college curriculum. Typically, each subject area of the school is asked to play a role in the achievement of these "literacies." Such is the case with "technological litera=y" and the social studies curriculum.
Focusing on the secondary curriculum only, this
paper examines ether social studies should play a role in the develonment of technological literacy, and whether social studies is equipped to play a role in the development of technological literacy, specifically at the secondary level. The former task requires the formulation of a defensible rationale for social studies becoming involved in such a literacy effort,
given the fundamental purposes of social studies education. The latter requires the design of a curricular framework within which the social studies' role may be most effectively performed, consistent with the content and methods of social studies education at the secondary level.
Rationale
The Nature of Technological Literacy is not an innate tendency of citizens, and involves knowledge and skills quite difierent from those likely to be addressed within other components of science or social studies courses. Moreover, participation is not an end in itself, but carries with it strong educative effects, magnifying the impact of the two threads proposed by Patrick and Remy. The educative benefits of participation figure prominently within participatory theories of democracy (Pateman, 1970 History courses also provide opportunities to examine the history of science and scientific inquiry, a point stressed by Patrick and Remy (1985) .
U.S.
History is similarly ripe with science-and technology-related social icsues.
One area I find particularly interesting at the moment is the effect of science and technology on interpretations of the Constitution, an appropriate area o4 examination during upcoming bicentennials.
American Government and Civics. A study of the Constitution, of course, is also central to American bovernment and Civics courses. These courses offer numerous opportunities to explore science and technology issues.
Consider the topic of political participation of citizens.
Computer-based technology has made interactive television a reality, with the OUBE system of Columbus, Ohio, a useful example. It is technically possible for people to "vote" on referenda from the comfort of their easy chairs by pushing a button and sending a signal to a central facility. The social issues enumerated above only begin to represent the scope of t.:chnology-and science-related issues relevant to existing courses within the secondary social studies curricnlum. Each issue ultimately resolves to a call for a decision, demanding application of effective decisionmaking skills.
Decision Making
Decision making is a skill and, as such, can be taught and can be practiced by application to social Yssues. As a skill, the process of decision making can be reduced to a series o steps that, if followed, are likely to result in a rationale decrsion. One useful tool in teaching the process of decision making 15 the decision tree, provided by Remy and La Raus (1978) and derived 4Tom the decision sciences. The tree illuminotes four basic elements in decision making: (1) discovery of the need fpr a dec'sion, (2) Within the context of social issues, decision making of the nature described here represents a useful link between science and secondarY soCiol studies:
Science, or more precisely the methods and results of the many sciences, contributes vital knowledge about the possible conseduenc6s of science-and technology-related decisions. The social studie5 contributes ethical and value perspectives to the decision-making process. They shep light on the moral, social, and human values outside the realm pf science that are involved in such choices, They help decision maker0--whether they be individuals or groupsronk and select among preferred outcomes and make value judgments. They Oa) also contribute knpWledge about the history of an issue and the public policy processes associated with it. Such practices do not instill a high sense of political eificacy among the secondary student population. It is not surprising to find, then, that few students in a national survey believed they could help solve sooial problems related to stience and technology (Hueftle, Wow, and Weloh, 1983) .
Two approaches to participation skill developm4t may help reverse this sense of helplessness for secondary social studies students. First, instruction in political participation should advance on two levels, described Oy Newmann (1950) Second, recognizing the dual nature of participation, the secondary social studies curriculum should provide opportunities for students to become involved in both communal and societal participation activities. One provocative example is offered by Engle and Ochoa (1986) , who recommend that students be able to pursue "citizen internships." These internships would allow regular participation in some civic activity, most likely of the communal type. Internships, and other vehicles for genuine political participation, recognize the educative benefits of participation. Moreover, they allow students to achieve a sense of completion and closure, by
.initiating actions derived from their analysis of science-and technologyrelated social issues and their decision-making deliberations.
Summary
The case has been made for the secondary social studies curriculum to play a significant role in the development of technological literacy. Doing so is consistent with the purposes of social studies education, and can be accomplished without doing violence to the fundamental content and methods of the field. An effective role in STS is most likely to be achieved through a curr,:ular framework that integrates science, technology and social is, .es within the context of existing secondary social studies courses. That framework uses science-and technology-related social issues as content, and decision making and participation skills as methods of understanding and acting on these social issues.
An effective social studies role in technological literacy should foster an ongoing alertness to social impacts of science and technology.
This means fti K.
ig, for exAmple, noi on the automobile (the technology) but -on the emergence of suburbs (t hF. social impact); not on the atomic bomb, but on the arms race; not on atomic power, but on ruclear waste dumps; not on medical life-support systems, but on living wills. Finally, while the approach to technological literacy discussed in this paper should yield positive results in addressing these and other current social issues, the proposed curricular framework should also sharpen students' awareness of issues yet to be identified--issues precipitated by now-unforeseen scientific achievaments and new technologies.
